
Benefits of dpMap Planning
An investment in dpMap Planning quickly gives you 
financial and organizational benefits, for instance:

 › Data storage in a central database gives fewer errors, 
better possibilities of integration and more powerful 
analyses

 › Support for the whole process from plans to prints of 
maps

 › Web-based solution customized for all kinds of users, 
without costly administration and client installations

 › Intuitive and easy user interface with minimal need for    
training of users

Data is stored directly in the database
Cadastral plans are usually managed outside the 
municipality’s general map databases. By storing all 
information in a modeled database the plan process is 
integrated with other map documentation. At the same 
time, the plan information becomes accessible to other 
users within the municipality.

In dpMap Planning, the plan information is stored in a 
geographic database together with other spatial informa-
tion. The data model follows international standards and 
structures the data systematically.

To manage the cadastral plan process, you need access to digital maps. With dpMap Planning, 
that is what you get - and much more. Digpro offers web-based IT support for the whole 
process from planning and documentation to prints of maps. You get a comprehensive system 
for cadastral plans that stores all data in a central database for easier integration with additional 
map documentation and easy access to other users within the municipality.

dpMap Planning
A map production system for cadastral plans



System design
dpMap Planning uses Oracle as a central database.

All the information, graphic and attribute data, is managed 
by a single database manager and is updated via the web 
client. A database driven solution with a web client has a 
lot of advantages for the user compared to a traditional 
client based GIS where the graphics are stored in a file 
format. Some of the advantages are:

 › Unified data storage based on international standards

 › Better possibilities of integration of spatial data with 
other operation systems

 › Higher data quality through better data models and role-
based storage and update

 › Easier to distribute data and applications

 › Less system administration

In dpMap the vector-based web client works directly to 
the database via a web server. The client software is a 
java-applet that is transferred from a web server at login. 
All the updating, analysis and processing of data is made 
in the database, which means that only a small amount of 
data needs to be transferred between the server and the 
client.

Role-based user interface
dpMap Planning has configurable role-based user inter-
face which means that the application adapts to the user 
and not the other way around. The user interface can be 
adapted to the individuals users tasks.

Digpro is the maker of the dpSpatial family of GIS and Network Information System products. Based in Sweden, we 
have extensive competence within geographic information technology. We have been in the industry for over 20
years and work closely with customers and users alike to develop ideas for development and new functionality.
Our products offer solutions for electricity, district heating and cooling, water and wastewater, gas and telecom net-
works, as well as geographical solutions for municipalities.
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Integrated with dpMap
dpMap Planning can be used as an integrated module 
in dpMap or as a single application. Together with 
dpMap the plan process can be managed in a unified 
environment through all phases of the documentation 
process.

Submit the application in the Cloud and leave 
operation and maintenace to us
Digpros web-based techology makes it possible to 
have advanced applications, data storage and opera-
tion as a service in the same way as more people are 
using web-based services for business applications 
such as Google Drive and MS Office 365. Some of the 
advantages of Cloud computing are for example:

 › Easy to set up, even as a test

 › Low initial cost of deployment

 › Expertise in operation of servers and databases

 › Customization of operation data

Show your plans as services
With the integrated service platform, you can distribu-
te data both on the intranet and on the Internet. There 
is support for WMS, TMS, WMTS, WFS and KML. The 
data in dpCadaster can be displayed graphically as a 
WMS service, or as vector graphics and tabular data 
with WFS.

 › Topological database model that is built up during the 
documentation

 › Relations to other objects can be displayed as trees or 
graphically in the map

 › Automatic generated index with the plans for the plan 
map

 › Basic maps can be put in the database or be recited 
from a WMS-service

 › History and version view

 › Powerful search and report functions

 › Plan Mosaic

 › Possibility to export information to other systems

 › Access to other registers and data directly from the 
GIS client

 › Integrated with dpMap for other municipal map  
production and management

All modules use the same storage model and user interface via the web-based client. dpMap has the same powerful 
base platform as Digpros other applications for network information systems.

 › dpMap Planning in brief


